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Recommendation:
That Council:
1. Approve the Rochester Park final detailed design as per the report of the
General Manager Parks, Recreation and Culture Services dated December l,
201S entitled "Rochester Park - Final Detailed Design and Budget";
2. Authorize funding for optional amenities that have been included in the
detailed design at a budget of $250,000 from the Bonus Density allocation
in the 2015 Capital Plan for Southwest Park Development; and
3. Authorize staff to proceed with project procurement and construction of
the Rochester Park project utilizing the approved capital funding included
in the S-Year Capital Plan for a total project cost of $4,355,000.
Report Purpose:
The purpose of this report is to seek Council approval on the final detailed
design and budget for Rochester Park redevelopment as informed by the
ongoing public consultation process as well as feedback provided by Councilin-Committee ("CIC") pn September 14, 2015.
Strategic Goal:
The park development project presented in this report supports the City's
corporate Strategic Goal of "Increasing Active Participation and Creativity" by
offering a complement of leisure and sport amenities in the Maillardville
Neighbourhood of Southwest Coquitlam. It also supports the corporate
Strategic Goal of "Enhancing Sustainability of City Services and Infrastructure"
by redeveloping and optimizing the use of a significant park in Southwest
Coquitlam. Rochester Park is an "A" priority project in the 2015 Business Plan.
Executive Summary:
Rochester Park is a community-level park in the Maillardville Neighbouhood.
The redevelopment of this park includes establishing creative park elements to
enhance existing recreational opportunities within the neighbourhood and
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provide new amenities in a park that has been historically underutilized and
lacked updated park amenities. Based on an outdoor nature play theme, the
new infrastructure proposed in the detailed design encompasses a variety of
engaging play elements such as active play spaces and apparatus for children
and youth of all ages, interests and abilities, enhanced water play features for
year-round use, informal gathering spaces for family picnicking, and trails and
passive areas to serve all park users. These amenities will also be accompanied
by critical supporting infrastructure that will enhance access and experience
within this community park, such as two parking lots, a washroom building,
picnic shelter, connecting pathways and both formal and informal social
spaces. The trail network is one of the prime amenities in the park and
construction of the trails is proceeding in conjunction with the engineering
project to restore Como Creek to achieve construction efficiencies.
The concept plan endorsed by Council on January 12, 2015 included a
preliminary cost estimate for park improvements totaling in the range of $3$4 million, and funding has been approved at $4,105 million. The final
detailed design includes elements outlined in the preliminary detailed design
presented to CIC on September 14, 2015 as well as reintroduction of the
optional elements valued at $250,000, that had previously been removed to
offset unexpected costs associated with challenging geotechnical conditions
that resulted in more complicated construction methods for the trails and
stairway sections within the ravine.
Should Council endorse the final detailed design, staff recommend that
Council allocate $250,000 for these elements from the $l million Bonus
Density funding budgeted in the 2015 Capital Plan for Southwest Coquitlam
park developments. This would result in a final project budget of $4,355,000
for Rochester Park.
Background:
Rochester Park is a partially developed 10 acre park in the Maillardville
Neighbourhood (Attachment l). This neighbourhood is currently underserved in park and recreation amenities. The existing gaps in service for public
outdoor recreational services are bridged with public amenities on nearby
school sites but public access to such amenities is limited to off school hours.
The redevelopment of this partially developed park will maximize
opportunities for public recreation and park activities to address the existing
service gap in the neighbourhood.
In March 2014, Council prioritized Rochester Park as an "A" Priority and the
project was re-positioned to ensure that the park planning process would lead
and be coordinated with the Como Creek Restoration Project. The 2015 capital
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plan was adjusted to accommodate earlier funding as the project was
previously scheduled to begin in 2016.
Conceptual Design and Program Development (July 2014 - January 2015)
The early planning for the park design and programming included a review of
key site conditions, including the existing ravines, steep topography of slopes
and plateaus, existing trees and vegetation, open water channels, site
circulation, existing park facilities, amenities available in the area, proximity of
the Maillard Middle School, and the Como Creek Restoration project by
Engineering Public Works.
A list of appropriate programming opportunities was generated based on
input from City staff, representatives from School District 43 and Ecole
Maillard Middle School, and from analysis of existing gaps in park and
recreation amenities in the area. The overall menu of amenities considered for
further development and exploration in the design included:
Playground Areas - pre-school and school age
Water Play / Spray Park
Informal seating/social/gathering areas
Informal picnicking/grass areas for play
Group picnic area
Shelter/Covered activity area
Trails
Access to natural elements, including introduction of natural water, trees
and wildlife
Outdoor exercise
Nature education and interpretation opportunities
The preliminary concept plan was refined in response to feedback from a
number of public engagement events which included a neighbourhood
working group session, a public open house, consultation with the Universal
Access-Ability Committee and a session with Ecole Maillard Middle School
students. The feedback showed a strong interest in youth activity and
programming, trail system development, water play amenity, informal open
grass areas, new quality play areas for young and school-aged children, and
parking improvements.
On January 12, 2015 Council endorsed the final park concept design
(Attachment 2) which featured park development in four separate zones with
an estimated construction cost in the range of $3-4 million as described below:
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1. Zone A (Upper) includes a play zone for children and youth of various ages,
a social plaza with skate elements and a viewing/seating area and a
parking lot that will serve both park and school needs;
2. Zone B (Middle) includes an outdoor water play area along with an
expanded grassed/picnic area, covered picnic shelter, washroom building
and parking lot;
3. Lower Zone C includes an open grassed area for nature based activities,
new pathways, and seating to enjoy the new open Como Creek; and
4. Ravine Zone D includes a new park trail network that will connect the
various zones of the park through steep terrain, natural forested areas and
provides easier access for residents from the local neighbourhood.
The timing of the design and implementation of the park trail network were
advanced in the summer of 2015 to ensure coordination with the Como Creek
Restoration project being undertaken by Engineering & Public Works, and in
order to achieve construction efficiencies as well as to advance timely delivery
of this key park amenity.
Detailed Design Principles and Criteria (February - August 2015)
Following a series of milestones (listed in Attachment 3), at the CIC meeting on
September 14, 2015, staff presented the preliminary detailed design which
was based on the following key principles to guide the design and
programming;
Themes and Continuity
The topography of Rochester Park provides both a unique character and
challenge with its series of plateaus and slopes. Pathways and recreational
elements and use of similar materials, and physical forms will connect the four
distinct zones and achieve continuity throughout the unique character of this
park.
Youth Activity and Social Area
Public comment and feedback identified a strong desire to include more
inspired programming and activities for older children and youth in the area in
the park development. The population of youth in this neighbourhood is
expected to remain constant, and facilities are needed that can accommodate
and engage various ages and both genders, as young children transition to
youth. The goal is to encourage continued outdoor activity, enjoyment, and
use of park services for a longer period. The project consultants, HAPA
Collaborative (the "Consultants"), designed an area primarily for socializing
and gathering that features elements that can accommodate light duty
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wheeled activities and skills practice but not intended to be a fully dedicated
skate or bike park.
Play Design Rationale: The Seven "Cs"
The design of play environments today is guided by principles outlined in
recent research on early childhood development and play from the University
of BC called "The 7 C's" developed by Professor Susan Herrington. These
principles include Character, Context, Connectivity, Change, Chance, Clarity
and Challenge. The collective outcome of these principles and resulting design
rationale is that the most successful and engaging play environments for any
age display the following characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•
•

They have elements to manipulate and make their own;
They contain living things;
They are sensitive to climate, cyclical or seasonal change;
They are designed to the scale of the individual;
They allow the imagination to shape the play experience rather than be
prescribed; and
They provide choice and opportunities to play alone or in groups.

Discussion:
On September 14, 2015 staff presented to CIC a preliminary detailed design
which met the goal of rejuvenating the park and offering many new and
appropriate amenities and improvements. However, the proposed design
included a modest range of amenities and park elements in the various park
zones which could be constructed within the original funding envelope.
However, the budget component for these improvements had to be contained
to offset unexpected construction costs associated with the trail construction.
Staff encountered challenging geotechnical conditions that resulted in more
complicated construction methods to safely implement the trail/stairway
sections within the ravine and which resulted in higher costs for this element
of the budget.
CIC provided feedback on the various elements of the preliminary detailed
design and directed staff to investigate integrating the optional amenities
back into the design and report back to Council with the cost of these ^
elements. Staff were also asked to reconsider the youth social area/skateable
elements to ensure they meet the needs of various users and do not result in
potential conflict. This feedback was incorporated and the final design has
been completed for Council approval based on this input, while adhering to the
design principles and criteria to achieve the optimal balance of park
improvements and programming elements within the funding envelope.
The final detailed design and budget estimates now include the following new
amenities:
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Zone A (Budget estimate $190,000):
• Redesigned Youth Social Area/Skateable Elements
• Zip line
• Double Basket Swing
• Accessible Roller Slide
• Tunnel slide with Timber Deck
• Bouldering Wall
Zone B (Budget estimate $60,000):
• Enhanced Water and Sand Play Area
• South Parking Lot Asphalt Paving
Final Detailed Design and Estimated (Class B) Costing
The final detailed design shown in Attachment 4 includes proposed new
amenities within the park that provide opportunities for a variety of engaging
play activities, including active play spaces and apparatus for children and
youth of all ages, interests and abilities, a unique water play experience,
informal gathering spaces for family picnicking, trails and passive areas to
serve all park users. These amenities are also accompanied by key supporting
infrastructure that will enhance access and experience within this community
park, such as two parking lots, a washroom building, picnic shelter, connecting
pathways and both formal and informal social spaces.
The final design components and refined Class B cost estimates reflect
adjusted features, the addition of optional components as directed by Council
and other savings from design refinements and ongoing trail and stair
construction. The Class B Cost estimates includes a 12% Contingency factor
which is appropriate at the 95% detailed design drawing stage given the
topography and site conditions.
a

1. Zone A - Upper/North Park
Original Budget; $1,200,000

Class B Cost Estimate $1,645,000

Zone A illustrated in Attachment 5 focuses on offering social and active
spaces to engage a broad range of park users from parents and toddlers,
school children and youth, to complete families. It includes the following
key recreational elements:
1. Youth Social/Gathering Area with Skateable Elements: This gathering
area and social plaza geared towards youth and older children
encourages users to move freely over wheel-friendly surfaces, from
stepped seating walls to rails for bike and skate skills practice. In
addition, the raised concrete plinth can be utilized as a
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seating/lounging spot or a stage area and the configuration allows for
general social integration and smaller group gatherings. Since the
preliminary design and direction from CIC to review the gathering
area/skateable elements, the consulting team worked with a skate
park specialist as well as met with students at Ecole Maillard Middle
School. Adjustments were made to the layout to reduce the potential
for conflicts among different users and activities. Specifically, the stage
area was shifted further south and away from the "skateable
elements" and the access from the parking lot was improved to allow
pedestrians to bypass the social area when moving from the parking lot
to the playground. In addition, the concrete walls are now curved to
help skateboarders "flow" back and forth across the flat area.
2. Older Children's Play Area: This area includes a large youth play
structure or obstacle-type apparatus that challenges balance, agility,
coordination and strength as well as a large log-jam climbing structure
that requires children and youth to move through a series of logs and a
network of netting. A zip line apparatus is reincorporated to introduce
the thrill of speed with physical activity. This area also includes two
accessible basket swings that are appropriate for a wide range of users
with various abilities from parent and tots, school-aged children to all
family members.
3. Young Children's Play Area: This area includes play elements for pre
school aged children and features an age appropriate slide, bird nest
sculpture play element for discovery and physical exploration, child
scale play table and seat, and natural materials for play and
experimentation. The slide has been changed to include an accessible
roller slide.
4. Viewing Area: The stepped viewing and seating area at the top of the
existing retaining wall will take advantage of the elevated grade to
provide open and expansive views over the play field and beyond to the
city skyline.
5. Informal Grass Areas: These areas are designed to extend activity from
the play area and/or be used for informal activities, picnicking and
seating.
6. Parking Area: The paved parking lot will be reconfigured with a new
driveway access off Rochester Road. The layout will utilize space more
efficiently maximizing parking for the convenience of park users.
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Optional Amenities Added:
7. Tunnel Slide with Timber Deck: Located alongside the existing steps
that connect Zone A to the play field, the slide will allow for a playful
option to transition between the two areas. The tunnel slide includes
a timber deck at the top of the slide to take advantage of the views.
8. Bouldering Wall: The existing retaining wall north of the play field will
be transformed to a bouldering wall and provide opportunities to
develop and test climbing skills on a series of hand holds to move
climbers laterally across the face of the wall surface. The wall has been
designed so that climbers cannot access the top of the wall but are
encouraged to move laterally.
The revised cost estimate of Zone A is approximately $270,000 higher than
the Class C estimate provided with preliminary design. This adjustment
was partially due to the addition of amenities as directed by CIC as well as
refinement of the cost estimates. The reincorporation and adjustment of
components will ensure that there will be appeal to engage a wide range
of children and youth.
2. Zone B - Middle/West Park
Budget; $1,800,000

Class B Cost Estimate $1,455,000

Zone B, illustrated in Attachment 6, optimizes the lower open area for
amenities that complement and support family activities, socialization and
informal group gatherings. The key elements include:
1. Water Play Area: The enhanced water play environment features some
traditional interactive time-controlled spray tunnels, gushers and
bubblers, as well as channelized water courses. The network of
channels is charged during summer months with a hand pump to feed
water through the system and will engage and encourage both
physical and cognitive interaction. Rainfall during fall/winter months
will continue to animate and extend the play value of this feature year
round. Integration of sand, found objects, or toys from home will
enhance the play experience. The revised design includes additional
water play features such as a second water channel and additional
weirs, as well as a larger sand play area and additional shade trees.
2. Washroom: This new washroom facility will support all areas of the
park including water play activities and the picnic area. The washroom
will be designed and constructed based on the AAackin Park washroom
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design. Since preliminary detailed design, the washroom building was
moved closer to the water play area for improved access and
convenience.
3. Picnic Shelter: An open covered area/ picnic shelter will provide a
protected eating or activity area for year round use and convenience.
The picnic shelter will be designed and constructed based on the
standard City picnic shelters found in Mundy and Blue Mountain Parks.
4. Informal Grass Area: The large grassed area will be available for group
functions, gatherings, informal activities and picnicking and will fill a
much needed amenity for Southwest area residents.
5. Parking Area: A new seven (7) car paved parking lot will accommodate
easy access and convenience to this lower area as well as provide
additional parking to support use of the play field. The updated design
includes asphalt paving in this parking lot.
The cost of Zone B at $1,455 million remains lowerthan the preliminary
estimate of $1.8 million in order to ensure the project remains within the
funding envelope. It is slightly lower than the Class C estimate provided
with the preliminary detailed design due to refinement of civil, hard and
soft landscaping costs.
3. Zone C - Lower/South Park
Budget: $150,000

Class 8 Cost Estimate $105,000

Zone C, illustrated in Attachment 7, remains unchanged and is primarily a
grassy area with seating for an informal classroom or gathering area. The
informal grass area features sculptural reclaimed logs for seating or play.
The cost of Zone C at $105,000 will help to ensure the project stays within
the funding envelope. The cost estimate has increased since the Class C
estimate due to refinement of the earthworks and hard landscaping costs.
Potential elements, such as interpretive signage and information kiosks,
have been deferred for future consideration and staff are investigating
potential community partnerships to fund and support this area. Ecole
Maillard Middle School has expressed interest in becoming stewards of the
park and using it for educational purposes.
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4. Zone D - Trail Network
Budget; $450>000

Cost Estimate: $1,000,000

Zone D includes stair connections and trail network to provide much
needed connectivity through the park and between park zones. The
connecting pathways within the park are critical to the utilization of the
park space and the delivery of a vitally important but missing recreational
amenity within the neighbourhood. Trail development is underway in
conjunction with the Como Creek Restoration project being managed by
Engineering & Public Works and anticipated to be complete by December
2015.
A significant increase in cost of these key trails is due to findings from the
geotechnical reports that necessitated specialized piles and stair sections
to address historical filling that took place on the site, as well as the
complexity and steepness of the slopes. One section of stairway shown in
the conceptual plan has been removed primarily due to further uncertainty
with existing site conditions.
The estimated cost is anticipated to be approximately $l million. Cost
savings are being captured wherever possible and recently savings were
made with elimination of two smaller stair sections that were no longer
necessary because more gentle grades were revealed after clearing and
therefore the trail can be constructed without these stairs.
Park Design Coordination and Shared Use with School District 43
The corridor along the shared property line including carefully located pathway
connections, picnic tables, and benches, will help integrate school and park
properties together for a seamless transition of cross-uses on both sites.
Discussions with School District 43 and the School Principal are underway to
address the shared use of the park elements and the north parking lot. While
parking requirements to support future park use need to be properly rhanaged,
shared use with the school will maximize mutual benefits for both parties. In
addition, a new maintenance access to the joint sports field is being proposed
from Hammond Avenue through the school property to support City
maintenance vehicles required to access the play field.
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Detailed Design Feedback
Universal Access-Ability Advisory Committee (UAAC)
On October 6, 2015, an overview of the preliminary detail design was
presented to the UAAC for feedback and the Committee requested:
•
•
•
•

consideration of amenities in area schools be considered to reduce
duplication;
the washroom be strategically located to facilitate good visibility for
parents of children in the water play area;
play design to consider play structures that include children with
disabilities; and
consider consulting with families with children with disabilities.

These considerations and objectives have been integral in the conceptual and
detail design process. The program planning did include analysis of existing
area amenities and nearby school assets. The design of the play area
incorporates components that provide play opportunities for a range of ages
and physical abilities: the roller slide, basket swing, wheel-friendly social area,
obstacle course and log-climbing structure offer ground level access points. In
Zone B the washroom building was moved closer to the water play area for
improved access and convenience.
Hammond Avenue Access to Rochester Park
On October 19, 2015, an update was provided to Council-in-Committee in
response to an OB item regarding the Rochester Park trail implementation and
the access off Hammond Avenue.
The proposed trail network is one of the most important elements of this vital
park project and will allow residents to access the many unique areas of the
park. In this regard, the new trail running north to south on the east side of
the ravine is being constructed with primary access from Rochester Avenue to
the north as well as Schoolhouse Avenue to the south. In addition, from a
safety perspective it is important to provide a trail entry/exit midway along the
span of the trail and therefore an access point at the end of Hammond
Avenue. When designing parks, trails and public open spaces, it is vital to
encourage and maximize ease of access. The provision of open, appropriate,
accessible and frequent trail entrances will increase the use of the recreational
community asset and address Crime Prevention Through Environmental
Design (CPTED) principles that encourage active use of public spaces, resident
interaction, and opportunities for surveillance which in turn improves safety.
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The Hammond Avenue park entrance is also intended to provide a more direct
walking route to Rochester Park for neighbourhood residents living east of the
park (such as all those on Hammond Avenue, Decaire Street and Thomas
Avenue) but it is not envisioned as a main gateway into the park. Staff do not
anticipate that the general public will use Hammond Avenue as a main entry
to the park as proposed new amenities such as the playground and water play
area are located on the west side of the park where two designated parking
lots will service these amenities.
Council expressed a desire for safety improvements at the Hammond Avenue
access including sidewalks and lighting. Engineering staff have followed up
with residents and are exploring possible improvements to the street lighting
along Hammond Avenue. With respect to the park, City parks are open dawn
to dusk and therefore park access points, amenities and pathways within the
park are not illuminated.
Ecole Maillard Middle School
On November 10, 20is staff presented the preliminary detail design plans to
update the school principal, teachers and class of students who participated a
year earlier in one of the public feedback sessions in the early phase of the
conceptual design. There was general excitement for the proposed park
improvements, opportunities for outdoor learning, and availability of new
amenities for the benefit of the Strong Start Program, and other students.
Staff will continue to coordinate and update the school on construction
schedule and any impacts that may affect school access or activities.
Project Timeline
The updated project schedule of milestone dates are summarized below:

1 Park Planning, Conceptual Design and Preliminary costing
Report to Council - Initial Conceptual Design
ZJ

u

Public Consultation Process
i1 Report to Council - Revised and Endorsed Conceptual Design

Mar - June 2014
! July 2014
August - October 2014
Jan 12,2015

"D

Detail Design Development
5

Austin Heights Sewer Upgrade & Building Demolition

April - Nov 2015
^ Aug - Oct 2015

i

u

Como Creek Restoration and Trails Completion (Zone D)

Aug - Dec 2015

j

\r

Report to Council - Preliminary Detailed Design

Sept 14, 2015

o
^ 1
'ij

C_

UAAC Review Detailed Design
1 Ecole Maillard Middle School Review Detailed Design
Prepare Final Detailed Park Design and Construction Drawings
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Nov 10,2015
Oct - Nov. 2015

i

JSI

•

Report to Council - Final Detailed Design

.y
OJO
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>

TO .5
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Dec 7, 2015

Complete Drawing Package for Permitting and Tender

Dec 2015

Permit Application

Dec 2015

Project Tender Period

Mid Jan - Mid-Feb 2016

Contract Award and Project Construction

Mid-March - Nov 2016

Project Completion

November 2016

With Council approval of the detailed design, staff will tender the project early
in 2016. As part of the procurement process, staff will work with the selected
contractor to develop a construction schedule that allows for completion of
the work on a Zone by Zone basis, including the completion of the north
parking lot by September 2016 and for the start of the new school year. It is
anticipated that construction will be completed during November 2016.
Construction Impacts
City staff are continuing to work with SD43 to mitigate the impact from the
construction activities scheduled at the park site. Demolition of the park pool
buildings and implementation of the Austin Heights Sanitary Upgrade were
completed by October 2015. Existing construction fencing remains in place
along the perimeter of park area Zone A to ensure public safety and will
remain in place during park development. However in the interim, the fencing
has been reconfigured to allow school access to the gravel parking area until
park development construction begins tentatively in March 2016 and continue
to November.
Financial Implications:
This park project was planned to be completed within the funding envelope of
$4,105 million. A summary of the approved funding is as follows:
Approved Funding

Amount

DCC Funding - Planning & Design (2014)

120,000

DCC Funding - Park Design & Development (2015)

2,000,000

DCC Funding - Trail Development (2015)

440,000

General Revenues - Spray Pad {2015)

345,000

Infrastructure Reserve - Park and Trail Development (2015)

1,200,000

Total

4,105,000
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Since the original cost estimate was presented to Council in January 2015 with
the conceptual plan, the trails and stair work was tendered in order to enable
this work to be completed with greater overall efficiencies in conjunction with
Engineering & Public Works projects (Como Creek Restoration project and
Austin Heights Sanitary upgrade). This work is now underway and expected to
cost ajDproximately $1,000,000, which is $550,000 more than the original
estimate of $450,000. This unanticipated increase in cost is the result of the
complexity and steepness of the slopes, as well as the ground condition
resulting from the historical use as a fill site, which were much worse than
initially anticipated.
At the September 14, 2015 CIC meeting, staff were asked to amend the design
to include a number of optional elements that had been removed to remain
within the $4.1 million funding envelope. Staff noted at that time that should
Council support these elements, estimated at $250,000, they could be funded
from the Bonus Density allocated in the 2015 Capital Plan for park
development in the Southwest. This addition would bring the total funding
envelope of the project to $4,355,000 for project implementation.
A summary of the Class B cost estimates, including the optional items and a
12% contingency and as described previously in this report, are as follows:
Capital Cost Component
Zone A-Upper
Zone B - Middle
Zone C - Lower
Zone D - Ravine & Trails
Trail Cost (Revised in May 2015)
Overhead
TOTAL

Preliminary
Cost Estimate
$1,200,000
$1,800,000
$150,000
$450,000
$350,000
$120,000
$4,105,000

Current Class B
Cost Estimate
$1,645,000
$1,455,000
$105,000
$1,000,000
$150,000
$4,355,000

Conclusion:
The final detail design plan, programming and cost estimates for Rochester
Park are consistent with the principles and criteria established in the
conceptual plan approved by Council on January 12, 2015. Staff have worked
with the Consultants to update the final detailed design plan and costing
based on CIC feedback from September 14, 2015 to deliver a plan for the
renewal of this significant community park in Southwest Coquitlam. The
revitalized park will offer a variety of amenities and experiences for children,
youth, families and residents of all ages. The current budget of $4,355 million
contains approximately $1million for trail design and construction due to the
steep terrain and challenging geotechnical conditions. The remaining project
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scope includes a desirable mix of amenities to support the future park use.
With Council endorsement of the final detail plan and budget, staff will
proceed with tendering and construction of Rochester Park, in order to
complete this project in 2016.

Raul Allueva, RPP
Attachment 1- Context Map of Rochester Park
Attachment 2 - Approved Concept Design Plan - Jan 2015
Attachment 3 - Key Milestones
Attachment 4 - Rochester Park - Updated Detailed Design Plan
Attachment 5 - Rochester Park - Updated Zone A
Attachment 6 - Rochester Park - Updated Zone B
Attachment 7 - Rochester Park - Zone C
Attachment 8 - Draft Construction Site Layout
This report was prepared by Wai-Sue Louie, Park Planner, and reviewed by
Andre Isakov, Parks Planning & Design Manager, Michelle Hunt, Director
Planning & Business Services, Kathleen Reinheimer, Manager Parks, James
Clarke, Manager Capital Construction, Mark Zaborniak, Manager Design &
Construction, Sheena MacLeod, Manager Financial Services and Kathleen
Vincent, Manager Corporate Communications.
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Approved Concept Design Plan - Jan 2015
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Attachment 3

Key Milestones
On March 10, 2014, the planning work for Rochester Park was reprioritized to an "A" priority in
order to advance the park project and ensure that the park plan is fully coordinated with stream
enhancement work proposed under the Como Creek Day Lighting project by Engineering and
Public Works (EPW). The Como Creek Day Lighting project was initiated pending approval of a
preferred park concept by Council.
On June 9, 2014, Council received a delegation of local residents with a signed petition related to
the previous Rochester outdoor pool facility closure. Residents expressed a strong interest in the
reinstatement of an outdoor pool, and also sought additional park improvements and requested
being part of the planning and design process. Staff consulted with delegation representative in
subsequent public consultation sessions. Early input from Council, and meetings with the City
staff working group including members of School District 43 and Ecole Maillard Middle School,
helped develop preliminary programming to guide the conceptual design process. The updated
concept plan was completed by staff based on this feedback.
On July 28, 2014, the Committee received a staff report dated July 22, 2014 on the conceptual
design and programming plan. In that report, staff recommended development of public
amenities in four park zones, with a total estimated cost for the entire park redevelopment to be
in the range of $3 to $4 million. Council directed staff to gather additional public feedback for
the Rochester Park Concept Plan.
From August - November, 2014, staff held a number of engagement events to obtain feedback
on the park concept plan, including a meeting with a neighbourhood working group, a public
open house, consultation with the Universal Access-Ability Committee, and a student workshop
session at Ecole Maillard Middle School. The feedback highlights ongoing concern and desire for
an outdoor pool facility in the southwest area, but feedback also revealed a strong interest in
youth activity and programming, trail system development, a proposed water park, informal
open grass areas, a new quality play area for young children, and parking improvements.
On January 12, 2015, Council endorsed the revised concept plan which did not include
replacement of the Rochester Pool. The plan was supported with the allocation of $2,785,000
from Development Cost Charges ( DCCs) and General Revenue to fund the park project (to be
supplemented with additional funding in 2016, as needed once the final budget is determined).
Council also endorsed staff proceeding with detail design based on this concept, including final
budget costing.
On September 15, 2015, staff presented the preliminary detailed design to Council-inCommittee for feedback which included the desire to reintroduce a number of optional
elements that had been removed to remain within the previously discussed budget envelope. In
addition, CIC directed staff to review the youth gathering area/skateable elements to reduce
potential conflicts between wheeled activities and other users.
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Rochester Park - Updated Detail Plan
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Rochester Park - Zone A
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Rochester Park - Zone B
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Attachment 7
Rochester Park - Zone C
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Attachment 8
Rochester Park - Draft Construction Site Layout

Trail Access during Construction

